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2002 Rolls-Royce Park Ward 2CH19120 
finished in Silver Ghost over Silver 
Tempest, the last Park Ward ever made. 
The car is 10 inches longer than a standard 
Silver Seraph and has two inches added to 
the length of the front doors and eight to 
the rears. (Photo courtesy of Bonhams)

Named after the highest order of celestial beings, the Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph represented the pinnacle of the car builder’s art at launch in 1998. Marinus Rijkers examines every model
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roof covering. Satellite navigation 
and video systems were very 
sophisticated for those days. Yet a 
customer had a choice of several 
options. The list included ruched 
seat trim, chromium plated 
wheels, several veneer options, 
cocktail cabinets, a bottle cooler, 
curtains, an electric blind to the 
rear window, a Sterling silver flask 
and three nip glasses to the rear 
centre cushion stowage 
compartment, a picnic hamper, 
suitcases, two or four umbrellas, 
and many other features.

The model received remarkably 
few changes or upgrades over the 
years. Some notable changes were 
introduced for model year 2000. A 
regular customer complaint was 
that the car had limited rear 
legroom in comparison with the 
older Silver Spur. Repositioning 

the rear seats for model year 2000 
introduced an additional 100 mm 
of space. 

Furthermore, clear direction 
indicator covers front and rear, 
and four park-distance sensors in 
the front and rear bumpers 
distinguish cars from model year 
2000 onwards. Some previously 
optional features, such as pop-up 
SatNav contained in the centre top 
of the facia now became standard 
(Japanese cars had a different 
dashboard layout).

During spring 2001, the option 
of 18-inch wheels with the same 
design as the standard 16-inch 
version became available.

SILVER SERAPH LAST OF LINE
Due to uncertainty regarding the 
future of the Rolls-Royce and 
Bentley marques in the early 

noughties, the level of customer 
orders decreased. An attempt was 
made to maintain sales of the 
Silver Seraph by introducing a 
highly equipped Last of Line (LoL) 
edition. This model had special 
wood veneers with inlayed Spirit of 
Ecstasy motifs, Spirit of Ecstasy 
badges on the hubcaps, red 
RR-badges on the grille and boot 
lid, a commemorative plaque on 
the centre console, a special badge 
on the front wings, and a few other 
features.

Production of the Last of Line 
started in (model year) 2001 and 
the first cars were delivered in the 
summer of that year. 

During 2002 the cars were 
increasingly produced as stock 
items for dealers in Hong Kong, 
Japan and China. The final Silver 
Seraph Last of Line was 2CH08854 
and was retained by the factory  
in Crewe. 

In September 2018 this 
commemorative car with minimal 
mileage was auctioned by 
Bonhams at the Goodwood Revival. 
Estimated at £70,000 to £100,000 
it was sold for £120,000 (£138,000 
including buyer’s premuim).

CORNICHE (2000)
The only new Rolls-Royce that was 
introduced by the Volkswagen 
board was the 2000 model year 
Corniche. Although the front and 
rear ends were inspired by the 
Silver Seraph, it was technically 
derived from the Bentley Azure. It 
used the 6750 cc V8 engine and 
was part of the Silver Spirit based 
family of cars. Production of the 
Corniche was ended in 2002 with a 
limited range of Corniche Last of 
Line copies. 

motor shows, for celebrities or as a 
special edition, including the Last 
of Line models and the Concours 
edition.

This decline appears to have 
been mirrored by the factory 
administration and a number of 
Silver Seraph build sheets are 
missing from the RREC archive and 
many files include less information 
than usual.

SILVER SERAPH vs ARNAGE
The Silver Seraph was shown to  
the public for the first time at the 
Geneva Motor Show on 3 March 
1998. But details had already been 
revealed earlier that year between 
5 and 9 January at the launch for 
motoring journalists at Ackergill 
Tower, a castle in the far north of 
Scotland.

The car was codenamed P3000 
during development and by April 
1997 it had been decided that the 
project would be given the ethereal 
name of Silver Seraph. 

A Bentley equivalent was in 
development at the same time and 
this was unveiled at Le Mans in 
April 1998, the more sporting 
Arnage being named after a section 
of the racing circuit.

The Silver Seraph and Arnage 
were the last Rolls-Royce and 
Bentley models that were created 
as equivalents. Yet they were very 
different in terms of inner panel 

shapes, technical specification and 
engines, driving experience and 
road presence. 

The Silver Seraph was powered 
from the outset by an all-
aluminum 5.4-litre BMW V12 
connected to a new five-speed ZF 
transmission. This was the first 
Rolls-Royce since 1959 to be built 
without the long-established 
Crewe V8. The Bentley Arnage, 
however, was supplied at first with 
a 4.4-litre, twin turbo BMW V8 but 
after two years an upgraded 
version of the 6750cc V8 was 
offered, although a 4.4-litre BMW 
powered version remained 
available for a few years. The 
choice of engine stressed the 
character differences between the 
two cars; the Rolls-Royce being 
built for comfort and ease, the 
Bentley for speed and driving 
pleasure.

In comparison with the Arnage 
the Silver Seraph has more 
brightwork, smaller wheels and of 
course different badges and grille. 
Although the cars look similar at 
first glance, a lot of small detail 
changes make them qualify as two 
separate models.

MODEL YEAR 2000
The standard Silver Seraph was a 
well equipped car. It could be 
ordered with a two-tone paint and 
could be supplied with an Everflex 

“OF ALL that could be claimed 
about the Seraph’s styling, the 
following was my pitch:
• Solidness without heaviness
• Authority without arrogance
• Elegance without effort
• Presence without pomp.” 
Thus wrote chief designer Graham 
Hull, in his book Inside the Rolls-
Royce & Bentley Styling Department.

The Silver Seraph was one of the 
last Rolls-Royce motor cars to be 
built at Crewe and is considered by 
many to be among the most 
elegant Rolls-Royces ever made. 
The model was in production from 
1998 to 2002 and during this time 
only 1552 examples of the standard 
saloon and Last of Line were built. 
Its classic styling and limited 
availability on the second-hand 
market have ensured strong 
demand in recent years and caused  
prices to hold up well.

END OF THE CREWE ERA
The Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph was 
launched in 1998, the year 
Volkswagen acquired ownership of 
the factory in Crewe. In the battle 
between Volkswagen and BMW for 
ownership of Rolls-Royce and 
Bentley, the supply of BMW 
engines for the Silver Seraph and 
early Arnage was an important 
negotiating tool. However, on 1 
January 2003 the two makes parted 
company; Bentley stayed with VW 
and Rolls-Royce was acquired by 
BMW. 

Production of model year 1999 
cars began the previous year in 
April 1998 and there is no doubt 
that the new Silver Seraph and 
Arnage boosted the numbers. The 
combined total for both models in 
1998 came to 2351 cars (based on 
counting VINs) and the total for 
2002, the year production ended, 
was just 1233. Production figures of 
the Silver Seraph on its own are 
given in the table overleaf. 

Towards the end of its 
production run, fewer Silver 
Seraphs were built to special order 
and an increasing number were 
assembled as stock items. Most 
cars had a basic specification and 
were built to help maintain work in 
the factory. Cars with special 
features were mainly built for 
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Standard features of 
2001 Silver Seraph 
1CX06489 include 
colourless direction 
indicator covers and 
parking distance 
sensors in the front 
and rear bumpers

Right: the rear 
compartment of 

2001 Silver Seraph 
1CX06489, a later 
car with increased 

leg room
Far right: 2002 

Silver Seraph 
2CH08854. This is 

the front 
compartment of the 

last Silver Seraph 
made. (Photo 

courtesy Bonhams) 

1998 Silver Seraph 
WCX01027 finished 
in Silver Tempest 
with Cotswold 
interior. This can be 
easily identified as 
an early Silver 
Seraph by the amber 
direction indicators
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and a ‘cigarette holder ashtray for 
use when sat in RH rear seat and 
cigarette is held in right hand’ and 
many other luxury features. The 
limousine was ordered in July 2001 
by Jack Barclay in London and it 
was flown to Cairo in January 2002 
(although this was possibly not the 
car’s final destination).

The third Park Ward Limousine 
was 2CX00028, an identification 
number that didn’t correspond 
with the VIN of any regular range 
of cars. The limousine was finished 
in black with Cotswold interior and 
was built with Chinese 
specifications. Like the others, this 
car had a reduced size rear 
window, a division and an 
impressive list of drink and 
entertainment embellishments. It 
was delivered in autumn 2002.

PARK WARD LAST OF LINE
Various articles in magazines, 
books and posts on social media 
sometimes state that 20 Park 
Wards were built with a Last of 
Line specification. But no Park 
Ward Last of Line was ever built as 
a specific model. 

In August 2001 the Detroit 
Motor Show Park Ward 2CX19039 
was specified with a Last of Line 
package, including red badges and 
Rosewood veneer. In November, 

however, the specifications were 
changed and all LoL features were 
removed from the list. The veneer 
was replaced by Olive Ash burl 
veneer with Walnut crossbanding. 
The paperwork was amended and 
‘Last of Line’ was changed to 
‘Personal commission’.

In the final model year (2002) a 
few customers ordered cars with 
“All woodwork to be as per LoL”, 
and these replicated the interior 
wood features of the Silver Seraph 
LoL standard saloon. The last but 
one Park Ward for the British 
market received the complete LoL 
package, including the red RR 
badges, but no plaque denoting it 
as a limited edition was fitted to 
the dashboard.

LIMITED SERIES
For model year 2001 the factory 
offered the Silver Seraph Concours 
edition. This highly equipped 
Silver Seraph featured a rear  
bottle cooler/fridge and veneered 
cocktail cabinets fitted with spirit 
bottles, decanters, tumblers and 
champagne glasses. The veneered 
picnic tables were decorated with 
Spirit of Ecstasy emblems and the 
interior wood treatment involved 
South American Tulip Wood 
crossbanding and Bubinga veneer 
inlays. Special badges, a sunroof, 

veneered door panels, chrome 
wheels, picnic hampers in the 
boot, and many more features 
completed the specification. A 
series of just 22 cars was built.

CONVERSIONS
From the beginning the Silver 
Seraph was subject to several 
aftermarket conversions. One of 
the most famous conversions was 
the stretched Silver Seraph 
Limousine, with XCX01412 as its 
donor car, belonging to Michael 
Jackson. Other stretched 
limousines of various lengths were 
built by several coachbuilders.

At least three Silver Seraphs 
were made into hearses, two in the 
UK and one in Italy. Furthermore, 
a few Silver Seraphs were 
converted in Italy into estate cars.

PARK WARD INCREDIBLE WOOD
In May 2000 a Park Ward YCX07511 
was ordered and during the 
months to come all the documents 
relating to it referred to the car as 
the ‘Park Ward Incredible Wood’. 
It was a LHD car and was destined 
to become a 2000 Paris Motor 
Show car. By July the details of the 
‘Incredible Wood’ interior had 
been decided. The veneer was 
Bird’s Eye Maple with polished 
stainless steel inlays. The slim 
division and rear compartment 
were fitted with a specially 
designed vertical face, a roof 
console, and a spectacular rear 
console. The construction of the 
interior took six weeks. 

After the Paris Motor Show the 
car was sold in October to a 
customer in the Saudi Arabian 
Market as a Bentley Arnage Red 
Label Limousine. It was converted 
into a 10-inch stretch Arnage and 
fitted with a Red Label V8 engine. 
So the ‘Incredible Wood’ survived 
but as a Bentley, and no longer as a 
Rolls-Royce Park Ward.

During the same period several 
other cars were converted from 
Rolls-Royce to Bentley, possibly 
due to the availability of the 
upgraded V8 engine.

referred to as ‘Rolls-Royce 
RY811/1/F1’. It featured upgraded 
veneers and was also built for 
motor show purposes. Further 
orders were taken in April 2000, 
which soon resulted in model year 
2001 Rolls-Royce Park Wards.

The last Park Ward was 
2CH19120 and, like the final Silver 
Seraph Last of Line, this was also 
retained by the factory in Crewe. At 
the same Bonhams auction at 
Goodwood in September 2018 it 
was sold for £85,000 (£97,750 
including the buyer’s premium).

PARK WARD LIMOUSINE
Three Silver Seraphs were built 
with a 728mm stretch, added as a 
centre section inserted between 
the front and rear doors. These 
cars were initially called ‘Park 
Ward Personal Commisssions’, but 
were later referred to as ‘Park 
Ward Limousines’.

The first Park Ward Limousine 
was 1CH07604, built to Malaysian 
specifications. It was finished in 
Bordeaux red with black hide in the 
front and magnolia in the rear. 
Special features included a small 
rear window, extended doors as 
fitted to the Park Ward, increased 
roof height, security level A glass 
to all side windows, a centre 
division, extensive drinks and 
entertainment facilities, crests and 
flagmasts, and many other luxury 
upgrades. The ordering process 
began with a feasibility review in 
May 2000 and the specifications 
were finally approved in May 2001.

The second example was Park 
Ward Limousine 2CX19035, built 
with Qatar specifications. It was 
finished in Acrylic white with 
Spruce interior. The special 
requirements included a small rear 
window, security level A glass to 
all side windows, a centre division 

PARK WARD
The standard wheelbase Silver 
Seraph was intended to replace 
both the Silver Spirit and Silver 
Spur and was designed to have 
sufficient rear legroom. However, 
some customers were not satisfied 
and the Silver Spur remained 
available during 1998 and 1999, 
mainly for the North American 
market but was not considered 
suitable to fill in the gap for the 
those who wanted more space. 

A lengthened Silver Seraph was 
announced in 2000 and this was 
named Rolls-Royce Park Ward. 
The new model grew by 10 inches 
(overall length increased from 
5390 to 5644 mm) and this was 
accounted for by lengthening the 
front doors by two inches and the 
rear doors by eight inches. It was 
generally agreed that proportions, 
accented by stainless steel 
finishers on the sills, were very 
elegant. Inside the car, all 10 inches 
were allocated to the rear 
compartment where occupants 
enjoyed exceptional legroom. An 
additional rear  air-conditioning 
system was standard and many 
customers ordered bespoke 
interior fittings. Customers from 
the Far East were particularly 
interested in ordering cars with an 
optional division.

The first Park Ward was 
YCH07501. The paint of this model 
year 2000 motor show car was a 
deviation from the standard list of 
colours but in other respects it was 
a standard car. Ordering started in 
October 1999 and the specification  
was approved in December. The 
internal name applied to that first 
example at the factory was ‘Silver 
Seraph RY811/1/F1’. 

The second example was 
YCX07502, ordered in December 
1999 and built to French 
specifications, and this car was 

Model year 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 Total RHD LHD
Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph 67 858 333 122 2 1382 369 1013
Rolls-Royce Silver Seraph Last of Line    19 151 170 46 124
Rolls-Royce Park Ward   11 58 55 124 27 97
Rolls-Royce Park Ward Limousine    1 2 3 1 2
Total 67 858 344 200 210 1679 443 1236

More information about these very elegant and desirable cars 
can be found in the book: Azure, Brooklands, Seraph and 
Arnage, by Richard Vaughan, ISBN 978-1-365-87513-7, 2017 and 
at www.rrsilverspirit.com/models/indexSeraph.htm 
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Above left and right: 
renderings of the 
Park Ward Incredible 
Wood illustrating 
many special 
features included in 
the Bird’s Eye Maple 
vertical panel, centre 
console and roof 
console

Below: production of 
the Silver Seraph 
models, based on 
counting VINs.
1CH07604 has a 
regular Silver Seraph 
number, but is 
considered to be a 
Park Ward 
Limousine. 
2CX00028 and 
2CX19035 have a 
project number, but 
are considered to be 
Park Ward 
Limousines.
Cars that were 
converted from 
Rolls-Royce to 
Bentley before 
delivery are 
considered to be 
Bentleys and are 
therefore not 
included in this 
table.

Interior Package

2 x Bottle    
      Fridge 2 x Glass Holder

Storage 
  Cigars etc

AC Controls 
Seat Controls 
+ Table Inset Point

Mobile + Charger 
+ P. Points Ash Tray

Cup Holder

Lighting


